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North atlaNtic shr

Trials: Fishermen are showing much interest in the current research work to look at the patterns in the North Atlantic shrimp stock

Shrimp in 3D – new data
An exclusive report
for Fishing News
International by
Newfoundland-based
Wade Kearley, BFA,
MLT

U

sing high frequency
echosounders Dr
George Rose, scientific
director for the
Centre for Fisheries
Ecosystem Research in St.
John’s, Newfoundland, is piecing
together a comprehensive
picture of the distribution and
behaviour of northern shrimp
on the Northern Grand banks
in response to ecological
changes in the offshore region.
His results could have huge
implications for the shrimp
fishery.
The value of northern shrimp
(Pandalus borealis) landings in
Atlantic Canada has declined
by 25% since 1999, despite a
40% increase in the catch. That,
combined with a harvesting over
capacity puts the sustainability
of the over-regulated northern
shrimp fishery into question.
In a report submitted to
Canada’s Atlantic Council of
Fisheries and Aquaculture in
2006, economists at Gardner
Pinfold identified a pressing

need for scientific data if
the shrimp fishery and the
species are to weather current
challenges.
The report questioned
the “adequacy of scientific
research in support of resource
management” which, the report
suggests, looms larger, “as
funding is removed from the
science budget.” The authors
suggested that it is essential
that science receive sufficient
resources to ensure stock advice
is based on reliable research
data.Recommending research

is one thing - achieving it is
another thing entirely. How
do you collect solid, reliable
data on the shrimp biomass?
Swarms of shrimp can only be
detected using high frequency
acoustics, the scatter from which
is obliterated by the ambient
noises aboard standard research
vessels.
To compound the difficulty,
in the trenches on the Labrador
Shelf where these shrimp used
to mass, water temperature
increases of one or two degrees
centigrade may be driving

these cold-loving organisms to
seek out colder waters on the
upper levels of the shelf, thereby
altering their behaviour and
their distribution.

Solution

Enter the Centre for Fisheries
Ecosystem Research (CFER).
Led by Dr. George Rose,
CFER is backed by committed
funding from the government
of Newfoundland and Labrador,
Canada’s eastern most
province, to conduct large scale
studies of the north Atlantic

marine environment and the
commercial species on which
the regional fisheries rely.
On the technically
sophisticated bridge of the Irish
research vessel Celtic Explorer,
Dr. George Rose contemplates
the view of St. John’s historic
harbour and the marginal
wharf lined with fishing vessels
and offshore supply boats. He
is describing the potential
significance of his latest research
in northern waters.
“Efficiency of catching and
interaction with the species

fACT fILE
■ A 2006 report to

Canada’s Atlantic Council
of Fisheries questioned the
sustainability of this fishery

■ Dr George Rose

first made a detailed
assessment of the capelin
fishery before focussing
on shrimp

■ Although fished

demersally, Rose’s
accoustic data shows
shrimp also exist higher up
in the water column

research: Celtic Explorer taking on supplies in St John’s Harbour. Owned and operated by

the Irish Marine Institute it was built to comply with strict ICES 209 noise radiation standards
and is one of the most sought-after research vessels in the world. (Photo courtesy George Rose)
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rimp 25%
is important to the shrimp
industry. Time is money and
they want to avoid wasted
effort,” says Rose. “Anything
they can do to understand better
the dynamics of their interaction
with target species is important.”
Rose has worked in the
Newfoundland and Labrador
fisheries for almost 30 years.
He was chair of Fisheries
Conservation for the Natural
Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada at
the Marine Institute prior to
becoming director of CFER.
During his career he’s worked
with provincial, federal,
and international fisheries
organisations, published more
than 100 papers on the North
Atlantic fisheries, and written
an award winning book on the
Newfoundland and Labrador
fisheries ecosystems.
At CFER, one of his first
priorities was to establish
an overall snapshot of the
state of the offshore marine
environment and the state of the
cod and of capelin their main
forage food. The only way to
accomplish that was with highly
reliable echosounder data.
So, with his advice, the
province was able to charter
Celtic Explorer. Owned and
operated by the Irish Marine
Institute, it is one of the most
sought-after research vessels in
the world, chartered for more
than 320 days every year.
This ship was built to very
strict ICES 209 noise radiation
standards which dictate that
everything must be rubber
mounted.
“There can be very few
vibrations or a limited amount
actually being transmitted to
the water to make the vessel
so quiet you don’t interfere
with the things you are trying
to measure,” explainsed Rose.
And because he wanted as
complete a picture as possible
of the organisms in the water,
he wanted a vessel that offered
the lowest signal-to-noise ratio.
“If the noise from the vessel
is greater that the reflection
of the targets, then they are
undetectable,” he says. But he
had no idea how complete the
picture was that would emerge
as a result of their research.
They started the multibeam
echosounder survey of cod
and capelin on the northern
Labrador Shelf in autumn 2010,
but were driven out twice by
the weather. But they kept the
echosounders on and, at the
southern edge of the Hamilton
Bank, they were getting big
clouds of high frequency return
signal.
“I’ve been doing this work for a
long time so I’m pretty cognisant
of what these signals are. And we
saw all these signals at the edge
of the Hamilton Bank and we
thought, ‘You know that is not
cod. That’s not capelin. That’s
not sand lance. That has to be
shrimp!” They ran experimental
fishing sets and the results
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results: Deck hands manage a twelve tonne catch of shrimp during a trail trawl tow
confirmed their guess. Those
clouds on the echosounder were
shrimp.
“This is an incredible
capability, to be able to detect
swarms of shrimp reliably,” said
Rose. They continued doing
their main work on cod but on
the southern Grand Bank the
cod weren’t there but they were
in the middle of the commercial
shrimp fleet. “The boats were all
around us and we were seeing
this fantastic signal on the
echosounder.”
They carried out experimental
trawl tows and mapped out
the distribution of the shrimp
with the high frequency
echosounders “in a very efficient
way” and that is where they left
the research. But Rose reveals
that there is significant pressure
from industry to pick up where
they left off.

He said the response from
industry was immediate and
positive. “The fishery is very
interested in our abilities
to detect shrimp and their
behaviours because their catch
rates are going up and down for
reasons no one understands.
This gives us a potential research
tool to study that and give them
answers.”
For example, they can map out
the distribution of shrimp which
are fished as a demersal species.
But Rose’s acoustic data suggests
they are coming up in the water
column a lot higher than many
people would expect.
“In talking to a lot of
fishermen they confirm that
observation and believe the
shrimp are moving vertically,
but the specifics are unknown.”
If this daily vertical migration
was better understood the

impact on the fishery could be
immediate.
“If you are dragging a shrimp
trawl on the bottom to catch
shrimp at a time of day when
they come up in the water,
then you don’t catch any, you
can’t locate them with an
echosounder, and you are just
sitting there wondering what is
going on,” says Rose suggesting
that that movement may be part
of the reason why catch rates
tend to go up and down.

More research needed

Rose says more research is
needed if these findings are to
have any practical application.
“We are still at the qualitative
stage. We haven’t really got
into quantifying their results.”
CFER has acoustic data at four
different frequencies plus fishing
data that confirms the signal

shrimper: Eastern Explorer leaving the port of St John’s for the shrimp grounds

The rise in volume
of catches of
shrimp during the
same period

they are seeing is shrimp.
“Right now we are
documenting that the scatter
back from shrimp is stronger at
200 kilohertz and 120kz than
it is at 38kz which really just
confirms the theory that the
higher frequencies are more
effective for detecting the
smaller invertebrates.
“Those results provide
qualitative confirmation that
acoustic theory holds true,
that we can detect shrimp with
confidence that it is shrimp, and
we know the size of the shrimp
swarm,” Rose said.
From the pure science
application, Rose is most
interested in quantifying the
actual echo returns from a single
shrimp at different frequencies.
This would be the technical side
of the pure science of acoustics
on shrimp. Applied research
would then relate those findings
to the fishery to address the
variable catch rates and enable
managers to determine the
status of the stock – the actual
biomass.
The dynamics of the species’
response to slight upward trend
in temperatures is not fully
understood either, but Rose says
researchers believe the range of
shrimp is contracting.
“What we are seeing today,
along the entire [Labrador]
Shelf in the trenches – where
shrimp were really numerous
ten years ago – the temperatures
have increased from about two
degrees [centigrade] to three and
even five degrees. That is at the
margin shrimp will tolerate,”
says Rose.
“So the northern shrimp are
moving out of the trenches
and onto higher ground at the
the top of the shelf where the
Labrador Current keeps the
temperatures low. “We know
that is where the shrimp are now,
but were they always there? Or
have they moved there? Nobody
knows because, until now, we’ve
never been able to detect shrimp
so accurately.”
It will be interesting to see
who steps up to support the work
on board the Celtic Explorer
as they begin to build a more
comprehensive understanding
of the species and the fishery.
Rose admits there are ongoing
preliminary talks with industry
that he can only discuss in
general terms but it revolves
around practical applications
of the multibeam technology
aboard ICES 209 standard
research vessels.
But, according to Rose, there is
plenty to think about already. He
is convinced that the changing
patterns of distribution
and behaviour by shrimp
are indicators of powerful
environmental changes. In an
industry already plagued by
overcapacity, a short season and
competition from producers
worldwide, it is vital to get
ahead of the curve with real
quantitative data to better target
the limited fishing efforts.

